
"Read this book and, at once, you will realise that there is an alternative to capitalism. In fact, there are multiple alternatives and many already exist all around us. Feminist economist J.K. Gibson-Graham takes the stigma out of trying to imagine, and to talk about a world after or outside, of capitalism. This is the second of three books. The first, *The End of Capitalism…* from 1996, sets up the problem of the capitalist economy and the activist urge to combat it. This volume elaborates the results of a decade’s activist scholarship and a new climate in which noncapitalism increasingly starts to affirm itself; and the most recent book, *Take Back the Economy*, 2013, is a practical how-to guide to leave capitalist structures and build noncapitalist alternatives."
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"*Contemporary Jewelry in Perspective* provides a valuable examination of the reverberations of the New Jewelry Movement through modernity, postmodernity and the present-day. This collection of essays highlights contemporary jewelry practice, education and exhibition offering a reappraisal of contemporary jewelry’s early principles-- invaluable for the reflective thinker or practitioner of the discipline.

I believe that the tool to fix attitudes is knowledge, and that this must include multiple cultural, political and economic perspectives and an understanding of the affect of diverse perspectives on the evolution of contemporary jewelry as a discipline and as a discourse. Skinner and other contributors examine the reaction of practitioners from often overlooked regions like Australasia and Southern Africa, areas and populations with different craft traditions from the often Eurocentric discussion of the principles of the New Jewelry Movement, while addressing social developments like body modification in postmodern societies and the political challenge to contemporary jewelry."
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